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Emphasising Swissness
and independence
In addition to the major commercial banks and private banks,
numerous independent asset managers are enhancing Swiss
private banking. Some already express it in their name:
Swissness is a brand and a key to success – three examplese.

Kaspar Grob, Chairman of the Board of Directors (left) and
Kay Fischer, CIO, Helvetic Trust
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It could not have been a more unfortunate time. On
1 September 2001, Helvetic Trust received its
operating permit, ten days later the terror attacks of
9/11 shook the world and the financial markets
collapsed. A few months later a large customer was
placed under guardianship – "and we hit the road
running", remembers Kaspar Grob, founder of the
company. However Helvetia, the "national icon" of
Switzerland, appeared to have a good hold over the
company, still in its formative years, and Helvetic
Trust was able to act as patron saint and fairy
godmother to its clientele.
Helvetic Trust became an ambitious asset manager
and family office, with managed assets of over 1
billion CHF today. Its target audience are domestic
customers, chiefly entrepreneurs and general
managers.
Much time and energy and many financial
resources have gone into an innovative investment
concept, with the specialities of trend allocation,
investment in Switzerland and active bond
management.
"In-house competence and an innovative investment approach are critical for an independent asset
manager", emphasizes Grob. "If that is missing, you
don’t have a unique selling proposition, and in a
fight for survival you will have a difficult time. For
apart from in Asia, America and some parts of
Africa, assets are barely growing anymore."
The investment concept of Helvetic Trust is based
on trend allocation, investment in Switzerland and
active bond management. In trend allocation, sector
rotation dominates, with the currently favoured
areas of health, cyclical consumption and IT. The
CIO, Kay Fischer, also likes dividend-yielding
securities. In the most recent asset manager ratings
by Firstfive and "Bilanz", Helvetic Trust has occupied

first place in the "dynamic" risk category and fourth
place in the "conservative" category for three years
in a row.
When appropriate, Fischer is not afraid to hedge all
share positions. A specially developed security
indicator serves to guide him. In the bond portfolio
active market distortions are utilised and this
compensates for small yields. Overall, the company
describes itself as a conservative investor. "We
don’t think much of alternative investments and
structured products," Fischer explains. The former
are too risky, and derivatives too opaque. Kaspar
Grob adds: "In many bank portfolios customers no
longer know what they actually own. There is no
reference to the individual investments. This is not
the case with a portfolio that has predominantly
Swiss shares, particularly when customers
themselves are the owners." Grob wishes that
business people who earn money honestly would be
supported by banks and not treated suspiciously, or
in extreme cases even denied access. "Compliance
often sets up an obstacle, where nobody wants to
take responsibility."
"I have nothing against strategies for legitimate
money and a careful investigation", Grob reassures.
Helvetic Trust started a reappraisal eight years ago
– "the topic has been dealt with". But one should
not ostensibly treat a business person in a
distrustful manner. In Great Britain, where Grob
himself manages an office, they are less uptight but
nevertheless do things properly. However, this
offers opportunities for independent asset
managers covering a wide consulting field - at
Helvetic Trust this also includes the establishment
and management of foundations. Under cost
pressures the banks have been increasingly
mutating into product sellers, Grob states.
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